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Abstract

Basic principles of traceability of measurements in and to the SI system in general

and for measurements of amount of substance in particular are described.

Analogies with long-standing traceability schemes in physical measurements are

shown and attempts are made to indicate what - as yet barely existing -

traceability of amount (-of-substance) measurements could be. The recent start

of the CGPM/CIPM/CCQM/BIPM involvement in the field of measurements

indicated and possible tasks suggested for these scientific (and legal) guards of

the international system of measurements SI (Systeme International).

1. Introduction

The issue of traceability of chemical amount measurements is very much in the

"Focus of Analytical Chemistry" nowadays. Organisations such as EURACHEM ("A

Focus for Analytical Chemistry in Europe") assembling chemical measurement

institutes from the European Union and Central and Eastern Europe, and CITAC

(Cooperation on International Traceability in Analytical Chemistry) have been

founded since 1990 in order to improve comparability and traceability of

chemical measurements. Nuclear analytical chemistry is a part of this more

general field of analytical chemistry. This is true despite the fact that it has

developed in some form of "splendid isolation" for well known reasons.

Mo ;n in any other field, analytical nuclear measurements are a matter of

num. J of atoms of the fissile substances U and Pu. Or, better, they are a matter

of numbers of atoms of the fissile isotopes 235U and 239pu because of the

existence of this unique phenomenon called "critical amount": if one puts a



sufficient number of atoms of a fissile isotope together, a chain reaction will take
place, hence nuclear energy can be released, in a controlled or in an uncontrolled
way. It is important to note that there exists such a thing as a critical amount.
Nature teaches us that amount is indeed a useful concept in itself, next to a
concentration such as mol-kg-1.

In order for measurements to be comparable, they all need to be traceable to a
common base. Traceability to such a base is an essential condition for
comparability [1]. Comparing amount measurements of nuclear materials is an
exemplary case where rigorous comparability of measurements must be
established. It is also a field where a strong internationally structured system is in
place which is legally enforced by international treaties. Our best common base,
scientifically established and put into law is our international system of units SI
(Systeme International).

2. Our international system of units: SI

Since it is not possible to count the immensely large numbers of atoms or
molecules in an amount measurement, the option was taken in the international
system of units SI not for unity (= 1 atom or particle, called entity) to be the unit
for amount (of substance: 235U or239pu) but for a "bunch" of these entities to be
the unit: about 6.022 136-1023 of them. This had the advantage that we can
"see" and "weigh" an amount equal to one unit. This "bunch" was called a
"mc!e" (symbol: mol). A mole of any specified substance contains this same
number of atoms or molecules ("entities"). Thus, since 1971, our international
(and legal) Si system for base quantities and base units (see Table 1) includes a
separate quantity for use in analytical measurements ("amount of substance")
and a separate unit for describing the results (the "mole"). It reserved explicitly
the quantity "mass" to be ascribed to inertial mass. There is a link however,
between mass (m) and amount of substance (n): the atomic or molecular weight,
more conveniently called 'molar mass' (M):

„(£) = a®, nra = aO*
M(E) M(iE)

where E = U or Pu; iE = 235U or 239pu.

In cases where the substance is well identified , mass has been used as a good
approximation of amount because
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a) of the convenience of this extraordinary tool which is the balance, available to

virtually everybody, virtually everywhere, virtually anytime

b) the slight increase in relative uncertainty is very small: the relative uncertainty

on the amount is the sum of the relative uncertainties on m and on M.

The convenience of using mass as a good approximation of amount, does not

mean, however, that mass is a synonym for amount.

Table 1 The quantities and units of measurements. By convention physical

quantities are organised in a dimensional system built upon seven base

quantities, each of which is regarded as having its own dimension.

These base quantities and the symbols used to denote them are as

follows [2]

Physical quantity

length

mass

time

electric current

thermodynamic
temperature

amount of substance

luminous intensity

Symbol for

quantity

/

m

t

I

T

n

Iv

Name of

SI unit

metre

kilogram

second

ampere

kelvin

mole

candela

Symbol for

SI unit

m

kg

s

A

K

mol

cd

Note: Quantity will be exclusively used in this article to mean the above

(D: Grosse = F: grandeur - NL: grootheid), not to mean "amount"

A word of caution is now indicated. The SI system of measurements is NOT a new

buzz-word, slogan or does not announce a new "quality wave" to be imposed on

the poor analyst. It is a carefully constructed tool to help us describe as simply as

possible the physical and chemical phenomena which we observe. Its units have

been chosen such as to allow to also describe measurements in the most simple

and most adequate way. The consequence of this is that the results of

measurements when they are correctly expressed in the most appropriate SI (and

Sl-derived) units, are "accurate" especially when their combined uncertainties

are expressed in the same units. (This does not state anything about the size



of the uncertainty.) In the period 1980-1995, the SI system in general and the use
of the mole in particular have been gradually implemented by the International
Federation of Clinical Chemistry (IFCC) for use in the entire field of Clinical
Chemistry [3].

3. What is Traceability?

Rather than take to the theoretical VIM definition of traceability [4] , we answer
this question very pragmatically by the picture with which everybody of us has
been educated with: traceability of mass measurements to the primary kilogram
(kg) in Sevres and described in Fig. 1. According to this picture, traceability is the
ability to trace any sample mass through a chain of comparisons ("links") to the
mass of our primary standard of mass, the kg. This corresponds to the whole
traceability idea which is, of course, to make weighings comparable because they
are "traceable" to the same unit used by everybody (Fig. 2). More precisely, the
results of our weighings are comparable because they have been obtained using
weights, the masses of which are "traceable" to the mass of the same primary
weight. This primary weight is the end-point of the traceability chain of mass and
it is an artefact decided upon by a human convention. If chemists think of
traceability, they do think of a similar traceability chain of real objects
("artefacts") ending in a "primary" reference material (see Fig. 3) or sometimes in
an artefact realization of the mole (see Fig. 4). But other traceability chains do
exist such as for time measurements (to the second), for length measurements (to
the metre), for radio-activity measurements (to the Becquerel), etc. There the
end points are not artefacts. The proper demonstration of traceability through a
chain of comparisons is, therefore, more difficult to "visualize".

So where is the analogy?

In a better description we can say that the traceability concept has helped us to
make sure that the results of all our weighings could be quoted as multiples or
submultiples (fractions) of our primary SI unit: the kg. This is depicted in Fig. 5.



4. Traceability of results of measurements of amount of substance

Similar to realizing traceability of mass measurements in terms of multiples or
submultiples (fractions) of the kg, traceability of amount (-of-substance)
measurements is realized by making sure that our analytical measurement results
and their uncertainties are conceived as multiples or fractions of the "bunch"
agreed as unit (Fig. 6). Thus measurements of amount can be expressed either in
mol or in mol-kg-1*.

The only difference between the two is that mass measurement results are
expressed as multiples/fractions of the mass of an artefact (so the artefact - kg - is
needed), but measurement results of amount measurements are expressed as
multiples/fractions of a "bunch" consisting of a number per "bunch" i.e. 6.022
136-1023/mol or A/A- Making sure that an amount concentration is expressed in a
number (or number-kg-1), i.e. in mol (or mol-kg-1*), does not need an artefact,
just the concept of working with numbers of particles and formulating equations
and results in numbers of particles - or multiples thereof. This way of thinking
should all the more be encouraged since in a few years the last artefact by means
of which an SI unit is defined - the kg - will disappear and be replaced by a
number, {NA}, of 12C atoms. (This will happen when A/A will have been
determined to 10-8 A/A.) If artefacts are helpful to convey SI units to the field,
however, then it is obvious that they should be used.

5. What are "Reference Measurements"? Where do they take their authority
from?

The above concepts easily lead to the concept of "Reference Measurements"
which are measurements with combined uncertainties (i/c) [5][6][7]** that are
considerably smaller than that of other measurements when properly budgeted
i.e. when every uncertainty from any suspected source is properly accounted for
and when these uncertainties are expressed - as the measurement results - in SI
units. Such Reference Measurements can come from "Primary Methods of
Measurement". They are characterized by the shortest possible connection (i.e.
smallest uncertainty) to the relevant SI unit.

*The fact that in a concentration statement kg-1 is used, has nothing to do with
amount: the "matrix" or "material" in which the concentration of an amount is
described, is expressed in a convenient unit (kg) which does not require to
identify the substances, yet enables to compare different "materials".



6. Primary Methods of Measurement

At the instruction of the CIPM (see Table 2) the Comite Consultatif pour ia

Quantite de Matiere (CCQM) at the BIPM in Sevres, has started its work on the

base quantity "amount of substance" and its unit "mole" in April 1995 and has

defined Primary Methods of Measurement [8] which are "methods whose

operation can be completely described and understood, for which a complete

uncertainty statement can be written down in terms of SI units, and whose results

are, therefore, accepted without reference to a standard of the quantity being

measured" [8]. In simpler terms: primary methods of measurement are methods

which actually measure as directly as possible what we intend to measure without

significant empirical corrections.

Methods already selected [8] as having this potential are

- isotope dilution mass spectrometry

coulometry

gravimetry

- titrimetry.

If properly applied and correctly carried out, these methods automatically give

results in the correct SI unit for amount of substance [8].

"Measurements of amount of substance, to be considered primary, must be made

using a method which is specific for a defined substance and for which the values

of all parameters, or corrections which depend on other species or the matrix, are

known or can be calculated with approximate uncertainty" [8]. In other words,

the equation which connects the output signals of a measurement to the quantity

(amount of substance) intended to be n easured, may only contain empirical

correction factors or coefficients of marginal importance, thus implying a

sufficiently full knowledge of the measurement process. Empirical correction

factors are to be understood as corrections for phenomena in the measurement

process which we do not (yet) clearly understand in terms of physics or chemistry.

Such equations are given in Tables 3 and 4.

**The new internationally recommended names and treatment of uncertainties

will be followed here. It is strongly recommended that the Safeguards

measurement community adopts it and starts its implementation.

L -1 -



An extremely important, but logical, decision was also made by CCQM: a primary

RM is an RM established and certified by means of a primary method of

measurement [8]. It is not the end-point of a traceability chain as Fig. 3 implies

and even less as Fig. 4 is implying.

7. Examples of Traceability Chains

Examples of traceability chains are given in Table 3 (for gravimetry), Table 4 (for

coulometry). They are useful to correctly describe the measurement process in

terms of traceability at the same time enabling to compose a complete

uncertainty i.e. establish a combined uncertainty uc in which the uncertainty of

each chain can be estimated.

8. Practical Consequences of the Requirement for Traceability

The extension of the SI system to amount-of-substance measurements has several

consequences which are briefly summarised hereafter but which deserve a

separate paper.

1. Primary Reference Materials such as U metal, Ag metal, K2Cr2(>7, Pu metal will

have to be certified in mol-kg-1: mol of substance per kg of material.

2. Primary RMs will have to be explicitly connected to the SI system by a primary

method of measurement in a way that the connection between what is

measured and what is intended to be measured is fully clear and understood,

thus enabling a complete uncertainty budget to be established (uncertainty of

the full chain) which is composed of every uncertainty contribution from each

link of the traceability chain.

3. Measurements of unknown samples for amount of substance must be

demonstrated to be traceable to the SI system. A useful model is given in Fig.

7. In the case that the substance is not well defined (fibre in corn flakes, fat in

meat), measurement procedures will have to be internationally agreed to

serve as ultimate common base. Obviously, an ultimate link to the SI unit for

amount of substance is lacking (since there the substance is not well

specified!)



4. RMs will probably better be categorized in terms of their degree of

traceability to SI, rather than in terms of material composition (ultra-pure

substances, substances with trace-, minor-, major concentrations) see Tables 5

and 6.

5. In order to get an objective picture of laboratory performances in

(international) evaluation programmes such as REIMEP and IMEP, SI traceable

values with their combined ( = total) uncertainties must serve as the ultimate

references (see Figs. 8 and 9). Such values can only be established by primary

methods of measurement.

9. Conclusion

Traceability of Reference Measurements and Reference Materials is a blessing

to field laboratories as they ultimately profit from it in terms of comparability

of their results. It may appear as a burden to "reference measurement"

laboratories to realize proper traceability, but then, that is what they have

been set up for!
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Fig. 1

IF THINKING ABC4!T TRACEABILITY, CHEMISTS THINK IN

TERMS OF A TRACEA3ILITY CHAIN SUCH AS IN MASS

WHERE A CHAIN OF REAL OBJECTS LEADS TO A PRIMARY

STANDARD OF MEASUREMENT - THE k g - WHICH ITSELF

IS - STILL - A REAL OBJECT ("ARTEFACT")

C—p

l h 9 |
STANDARD NATIONAL
KILOGRAM kg
IN SEVRES

PRIMARY STANDARD OF MEASUREMENT (STILL A REAL OBJECT)

mrvirvi
MSDB9521



F i g . 2

Q
WEIGHINGS (IN THIS CASE OF TWO SOLUTIONS)
ARE ONLY COMPARABLE IF THE VALUES OF THE WEIGHTS USED ARE
TRACEABLE TO THE VALUE OF ONE AND THE SAME UNIT e.g. THE kg

mrviivi
MSOB9658



Fig. 3

MOST OF THE TIME IN AMOUNT MEASUREMENTS CHEMIST HAVE
BEEN THINKING OF A SIMILAR TRACEABILITY CHAIN OF REAL OBJECTS

("ARTEFACTS") ENDING IN A "PRIMARY " REFERENCE MATERIAL:

"PRIMARY"
RM

"SECONDARY"
RM

"WORKING"
OR

"FIELD" RM

THIS SIMILARITY IS NOT CORRECT :

FOR A TRACEABILITY CHAIN OF AMOUNT MEASUREMENTS, WE HAVE TO CONSIDER THAT :

-TRACEABILITY OF MEASUREMENT RESULTS i.e. OF NUMBERS, IS THE IMPORTANT CLUE

-DIFFERENT "PRIMARY REFERENCE MATERIALS" ARE USED :
TO AVOID THE EXISTENCE OF SEVERAL UNLINKED CHAINS, WE HAVE TO ESTABLISH:

-THE CONNECTION OF ANY "FRIARY" RM TO THE SI SYSTEM

mivirvi
MSDB9657



F i g . A

SOMETIMES CHEMISTS IN AMOUNT MEASUREMENT THINK OF
A TRACEABILITY CHAIN OF REAL OBJECTS ("ARTEFACTS")

ENDING IN A MOLE OF SUBSTANCE (e.g. a mole of 12C) :

1 mol "PRIMARY" "SECONDARY" "WORKING"
(12go f 1 2 C) RM RM OR

"FIELD" RM

SUCH SIMILARITY WITH A MASS TRACEABILITY CHAIN IS NOT CORRECT
(THE "MOLE" OF 12C CANNOT BE USED IN THE LABORATORY !)

IFIIVHVI
MSDB9506



Fig. 5

THE MORE USEFUL PICTURE IN TRACEABILITY OF MASS
MEASUREMENTS IS ONE OF TRACEABILITY OF

MEASUREMENT RESULTS i.e. OF NUMBERS
(multiples or fractions of the kg)

kg
MEASUREMENT

RESULT

NUMBER

MEASUREMENT
RESULT

NUMBER

MEASUREMENT
RESULT

NUMBER

MEASUREMENT
RESULT

NUMBER

AVAILABILITY OF "REFERENCE MEASUREMENT LABORATORIES" (USUALLY
CALLED "CALIBRATION LABORATORIES") IS NEEDED, WHICH CAN DELIVER
"REFERENCE MEASUREMENTS" ("CALIBRATIONS")
i.e. NUMBERS, ON THE SAMPLES UNDER INVESTIGATION

imvuvi
MSDB9656



Fig. 6

THE MORE USEFUL PICTURE IN TRACEABILITY OF AMOUNT
MEASUREMENTS IS ONE OF TRACEABILITY OF

MEASUREMENT RESULTS i.e. OF NUMBERS
(multiples or fractions of mol or mol • kg1)

MULTIPLE/
FRACTION OF

MOL[6.022-1023]

MEASUREMENT
RESULT

NUMBER

MEASUREMENT
RESULT

NUMBER

MEASUREMENT
RESULT

NUMBER

MEASUREMENT
RESULT

NUMBER

AVAILABILITY OF "REFERENCE MEASUREMENT LABORATORIES'
IS NEEDED WHICH CAN DELIVER
"REFERENCE MEASUREMENTS" i.e. NUMBERS
ON THE SAMPLES UNDER INVESTIGATION

mrviivi
MSDB9520



Fig. 7

Attempts to structure Traceability of Chemical Analytical Measurements (Field Measurement FM)
in order to make them comparable across borders and continents :

COMPARABILITY IS A CONSEQUENCE OF TRACEABILITY

no link
no traceability
no comparability

-»- (inked

-+- traceable

- * - comparable

BIPM and/or 81PM coordinated ?

"Nationar-Standard

Laboratories ??

cluster

B ) traceability

in this case : to an SCLM

Sates : V Traceabiiity implies a relationship usually with a direction (arrows)

towards higher measurement authority

2. The inverse o* re. a live uncertainly is a measure of

reiiaCiiiiy cr linn strength

3. An RM is a validator of an instrument and/or a method used

if or the intrinsic property : amount of s^ostancel prior to a measurement

^ A sheet like this must be worked out for eacn

c.'ass/fieid of me2?jrerr;tnt proLI<rm e.g. trace element in *. a t e r,

f<bre m cornflakes, etc.

BIPM z International

Bureau of Weignts and

Measures

Legend : 1. M = measurement result

2. Field

Chemical

Laboratories

--FCL

Sectorial

Chemical

Laboratories

rSCL

Reference

Chemical

Laboratories

iRCL

Metrological

Chemical

Laboratories

:MCL

3. "Primary Methods of Measurement" realize a direct "bond"of a measurement

result to the mole ( NA ) in SI

d. "Reference Methods of Measurement" realize a "link" of a measurement

result to that of a Primary Method of Measurement by a comparison on

the same material

5. "Sectonal-"and "Field Methods of Measurement" realize the "link" of a

measurement result to that of a "Reference-" or "Primary Method of

Measurement by a comparison measurement on the same material

Can be different for different fields of application: mote in SI (NA) or an internationally agreed

measurement scale combined with an internationally agreed written procedure for a given type

of measurement on a given material

©P.DeBievre
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Table 2

CONVENTION DU METRE

1875

Conference Generate des Poids et Mesures
(CGPM)

Rassemble les delegues de tous les Etats
membres et se reunittous les quatre ans

Meets every four years and consists
of delegates from all member nations

«*-•

Traite
diplomatique

Diplomatic
Treaty

Gouvemements des
Etats membres

Governments of
Member nations

La:

Comity International des Poids et Mesures
(C!PM)

Comprend dix-huit membres elus a titre personnel
par la CGPM. II est charge de superviser le BIPM
ettoutes les affaires de ia Convention du Metre

Le CIPM se reunittous les ans au BIPM

Consists of eighteen individuals elected by CGPM
It is charged with the supervision of BIPM
and the affairs of the Convention du Metre
The CIPM meets annually at the BIPM

Comites Consuttatifs *

Conseillent le CIPM sur les questions qui
leur sont soumises. Chaque Comite est
preside par un membre du CIPM et reunrt

les representants des laboratoires
nationaux ainsi que des experts

Give advice to CIPM on matters
referred to them. Each is chaired
by a member of CIPM and consists
of representatives from nations!
laboratories and other experts

Organisations
internationaies

International
Organizations

Laboratoires
nationaux

National
laboratories

Bureau IntemationaJ des Poids et Mesures
(BIPM)

Centre international de la metrologie scientifique
Laboratoires et bureaux a Sevres

avec une soixantaine de personnes de nationalites diverses

The international centre for metrology
Laboratories and offices at Sevres

with an international staff of about sixty

Se reporter au texte pour la liste des Comites Consuitatifs
See list of Comites Consuitatifs in text



Table 3

THE TRACEABILITY CHAIN IN A
PRIMARY METHOD OF MEASUREMENT :

GRAVIMETRIC AMOUNT MEASUREMENT OF AN ELEMENT

- m{E'x)

m (imp)

E = ELEMENT

X = MATERIAL MATRIX CONTAINING SUBSTANCE S
m(imp) = MASS OF LOW IMPURITIES



[able

THE TRACEABILITY CHAIN IN A
PRIMARY METHOD OF MEASUREMENT :

COULOMETRIC AMOUNT MEASUREMENT
OF AN ELEMENT

/ (E,x)- f
F

= A7(E,X) A - s
C • mol"1 = mol

Unknown amount
of element E
in material X

A - s
mol~1-A -s

= mol

MS0B9508



Table 5

Proposed Categories for Chemical Reference'Materials

in Terms ot Material Comoosinoa

Category

! A

i

B

C

D

j E

F

G

H

Kind of Material

High
Purity

Primary
Chemicals

Pure

Matrix

with Minor
Constituents

with Trace
Constituents

with Ultra. Trace
Constituents

Undefined

Description and Criteria in Terms of Material :
Composition \

Pure Specified Entity |

(Isotope, Element, or Compound) i
Stoichiometricaily and Isotopically Certified as !
.Amount of Substance, with Total Impurities, !

< 10 /imol/moi ;

As Above, but with Limits of

< 100 /xmol/mol i

One Constituent > 950 mmol/mol ';

Matrix with One or More Major Constituents !
> 100 mmol/mol i

Minor Constituents in Matrix j

< 100 mmol/ltg j

Trace Constituents :

< 100 ^mol/kg

Ultra Trace Constituents

< 100 nmcl/lcg

Entities Unspecified or Undefinable i



Proposed Classes for Chemical Reference_Male_riajs.

in Terms of Degree of Traceability to SI

H
(1)

cr

Class

0

I

II

HI

IV

V

Description and Criteria in Terms of Traceability to SI

Pure Specified Entity Certified to SI at the Smallest Achievable
Uncertainty

Certified by Measurement Against Class 0 RM or SI with
Defined Uncertainty by Methods without Measurable Matrix

Dependence

Verified by Measurement Against Class I or 0 RM with Defined
Uncertainty

Described Linkage to Class II, I, or 0 RM

Described Linkage Other than to SI

No Described Linkage


